Violence

Violence, what do you think of when you see that word? Some people will think nothing of it. Others will stop for a second to think back to the past. Many things cause and effect youth violence. Peers, popularity, drugs and alcohol, even sneakers in some cases. A lot of things cause kids to be violent, especially their environment. Some kids grow up in the hood where people getting jumped is a daily occurrence, so they think nothing of it. These are some of causes of youth violence.

Some people think men and women are born violent. I don’t believe that. Men are born then they are formed. Helping people to be formed we can stop youth violence. We can do that by giving kids alternatives to just sitting around outside where they can get into trouble. We can make more YMCA and also make them you just walk in and can start playing and stuff. Those are some things we can do about violence.

Just like everyone else violence have effected my life. My cousin’s dad went to jail when I was younger. Even though it hasn’t affected me personally I know what it can do to people. Sometimes because what people in
your life do you pay the price. Like me cousin, he didn't do anything. But he and his mom and to move cause the couldn't keep they're house. It broke my heart. That's how violence has affected my life.